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A REPLY.

If it is not contrary to editorial rules, I hope I may be allowed to
protest against the unfair and dogmatic verdict which Professor G.
S. Fullerton passes on the concluding section of my Aristotelian
Address, 'The Conception of Infinity,' reviewed by him in the Janu-
ary number of this journal (Vol. II, Part I, p. 99), inasmuch as it is
founded on a confusion of ideas which he attributes to me, though it
is really due only to himself. The first part of his article is appre-
ciative and generous, and for that I thank him. But when he comes
to the sixth and last section of my address, which he calls my con-
clusion, he says that I reach it only by 'blowing both hot and cold
in my premises,' which, supported as it is by a page of very plausible
(though of course unintentional) misstatements, is an intolerable
charge.

In three several cases on that page (99) he confuses distinctions
which I clearly make and adhere to. He confuses :

1st—Between my 'material world' and my 'universe.'
2nd—Between my 'material element in consciousness' and my

'matter' or 'material world.'
3rd—Between my 'perceptually known' and my 'positively

known.'
Now, in my argument, time and space are never perceived or

represented in thought without some kind of 'material element in
consciousness,' and in this sense the 'material element' shares their
infinity ; the 'formal' and 'material' elements together being indis-
pensable constituents of anything thought of as existing (even when
it is a void that is thought of), and therefore of the infinite universe.

An infinite void when thought of as existing, either in time or
space, is a void only in the sense of being empty of physical matter,
and I have given some reasons in my address for thinking that the
world of physical matter is finite, being bounded by a void in this
sense, both in time and space.

When we know any specific content (under which term physical
matter is included) existing in time, or in time and space together,
that is what I call having a 'positive knowledge' of it. But though
we have no such positive knowledge of anything beyond the limits
of the world of physical matter, we may yet have a 'perceptual
knowledge' of time and space beyond them, namely, a representa-
tion of them as filled with some 'material element in consciousness;'
this element being an indispensable condition of them as existing,
although it is not specifically known to us.
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The inseparability of 'formal' from the 'material ' element in
consciousness compels us to think of the universe as infinite, so soon
as we recognize that one of these elements is infinite, and cannot be
thought of as being otherwise ; unless we assume dogmatically that
only that really exists which man has specific sense-faculties to per-
ceive. It is this dogmatic assumption which really 'shuts us up to
the world of matter.'

This argument of mine may or may not commend itself as con-
clusive ; but at least it cannot be charged with attaching varying
and inconsistent meanings to the premises employed, which is the
charge made in the words 1 have quoted from Professor Fullerton,
and made in the most peremptory fashion.1

LONDON. SHADWORI H H. HODGSON.

A NOTICE.

Dr. Herbert Nichols, formerly assistant of the Harvard Psycho-
logical Laboratory, publishes in the last number of the Philosophical
Review a most violent attack on that laboratory under the title
'The Motor Power of Ideas.' His scientific motives, to which I
must confine myself here, are based on such an absolute misunder-
standing of our paper and his discussion is so full of misstatements
that I consider it useless and hopeless to attempt to correct his mis-
takes and discuss his arguments. But there is one point which
troubles me. The paper which he refers to is published by Mr.
Campbell and myself. Those who read the kind words with which
Dr. Nichols praised my work a short time ago may not believe that
he can change his mind so suddenly, and some may suppose perhaps
that the attack is directed especially against Mr. Campbell. Under
these circumstances I take it as my duty to free my young friend,
Mr. Campbell, publicly from all responsibility. Mr. Campbell
carried out the experiments most carefully, but the whole plan of
work was laid out by me, and I myself wrote every line of the
article. It is probably superfluous to add that I should have written
every line just as it now stands even if I had known Dr. Nichols' so-
called criticism beforehand. HUGO MONSTERBERG.'

HAKVARD UNIVKRSITY.

' [ A farther comment from Prof. Fullerton on Mr. Hodgson's positions will
Appear in the nort number.—Eds.]


